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WELCOME TO OUR FIRST
ISSUE!
Greetings and salutations!
Welcome to the very first
edition of The Wehkampening,
our new quarterly newsletter
for all things Wehkamp and
Kampire!

The content you will find in these
newsletters are brought to you by
Team Wehkamp, the man himself
(when he has time) and most
importantly, by Christopher’s
amazing subscribers!
If you have content requests or
want to take part in submitting
for the newsletter, then please
contact the team via the discord
or The Kampire email:
TheKampire@gmail.com

WOMBAT FACT!
What poops cubes, has ever-growing
teeth and can almost run as fast as Usain
Bolt? The Wombat!!
How much ice cream is too much for a
wombat to consume? Well if that wombat
is of the Chrispy variety, the answer is:
there is never enough ice cream!

Read about our recent
amazing charity drive!

Page 4
Wehkampian Dictionary
What do all those strange
references mean?

Page 6-8
Kampire Voice
Subscribers area to talk all
things Kampire & Wehkamp

Page 10-13
Fan Expo Dallas Stories
Learn more about what it’s
like to attend a con.. and
dancing Christopher.

And So Much More...
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CONVENTION
SCHEDULE
November 5 - 7: Rhode Island Comic Con
Rhode Island Comic Con is a three-day comic
convention held during November at the
Rhode Island Convention Center, Dunkin’
Donuts Center, and Omni Providence Hotel
in Providence, Rhode Island

CONVENTION
HINTS & TIPS
Hints and tips gathered by
community for all con goers .

the

1. Make sure you stay hydrated and
eat food!
2. Wear comfortable shoes.

December 4-5: LA Comic Con

3. Have fun and be respectful.

Los Angeles Comic Con, LA’s biggest and
most exciting pop culture convention, is
returning to Los Angeles for its 10th year
December 3-5, 2021!

4. If cosplaying, bring makeup for
touch ups, a spare contact case and
contact solution.

MORE DATES TO BE
ANNOUNCED SOON!
RESQUESTING
CHRISTOPHER TO
ATTEND
Most conventions, when submitting requests
for guests, seem to appreciate having the
guest’s name, a couple of either CURRENT
or “BIG NAME” shows they’re associated
with and the best contact method for the
convention to contact the guest
so for example, for Chris:
“I’d like to request a guest to attend NAME
OF CON - DATE
Christopher Wehkamp - Voice Actor and
ADR Director (Lieut Hinawa, FIRE FORCE;
Aizawa/Eraserhead, MY HERO ACADEMIA;
Clover Ebi, RWBY; Kitaniji THE WORLD ENDS
WITH YOU and much more )
This is his con agent:
info@primetimeappearances.com”

5. Deodorant!!
6. Know your budget. Everything
costs money, especially autographs
and photo ops!
7. Check to see if the con as an app
where you can find a schedule of
events and plan out your day.
8. The con may have an after party
like a masquerade or a ball. Make
sure to check where it will be held
(may differ from the main con
location)
9. Check guest schedules and plan
accordingly.
10. Some panel offer VIP seating for
an additional charge. However, you
might be able to snag some seats
once the panel starts if they don’t
sell out.
11. Bring your own lanyard, they
aren’t always supplied by the con.
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CAMP JON MARC
FUNDRAISING
EXTRAVAGANZER!!
In September, the Kampire raised a staggering
$10,069.69 for the amazing charity Camp Jon
Marc. On one evening donationations flooded
in taking the total from $420.69 to this jaw
dropping final total. As you can see from the
screenshots, Christopher was in complete shock
at the events that took place that night.
Once again The Kampire come together to show
just how great this community can be!
Highlights of this momentous occasion can be
found on Christopher’s YouTube channel.
Thank you to everyone for joining in. Christopher
and his team love you all!
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About Camp Jon Marc
Camp John Marc offers camping experiences
for chronically ill and disabled children and their
families. The camp works in partnership with
health organizations, community volunteers,
and pediatric hospitals to develop cooperative
programming that meets the special needs of
these children.
In addition to children with muscular dystrophy,
Camp John Marc offers camping experiences for
children with asthma, bereavement, blindness,
burns, cancer, craniofacial disorders, deafness,
gastrointestinal
disorders,
heart
disease,
hemophilia, HIV, juvenile arthritis, kidney
disease, sickle cell anemia, spina bifida, upper
limb differences, and transplants.
Camp facilities include an eight-acre lake with
fishing pier, covered wagon and treehousethemed camping areas, beach-access pool, arts
and crafts building, medical building, athletic
field, multipurpose barn, challenge course,
amphitheater, nature trails, riding arena, dining
hall, 20 cabins, the Morning Star chapel, and Silo
activity building.
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WEHKAMPIAN DICTIONARY
Ice cream, current wife, sacapuntas... What does it all mean?
Ice Cream: Christopher’s not so secret passion. From a stream in early April 2021; “..I don’t
discriminate, I will take any flavor of ice cream straight to my bedroom. I will first tease it, and
then I will please it.” “..always be safe and use a lot of protection if being intimate with ice cream...
it starts out with just a few nibbles, it’s so cool and creamy.. just be safe”
Current Wife:
A stream in May found Christopher put his foot in his mouth
when he called his wife Sarah his “current wife”. Chat called him out
on it, and just by chance, Sarah happened to be watching the stream.
“I’m just realising how current wife sounds. No I have not had a previous wife, and I do not have
a subsequent wife coming. She is just my wife” Cue Sarah entering and Christopher becoming
flusters proclaiming he could explain.
Reggie: An eccentric character from the hilarious mind of Aaron Willis (AaronDoesAudio). Reggie
came about when Christopher would call Babybel headquarters in January 2021. One night
instead of leaving his usual voice mail at the company, he called Aaron in secret instead. Aaron
played his character Reggie the night janitor, whom would ridicule Christopher and come up
with funny anecdotes about his time working in the Babybel factory.
Wombat: The creation of Reggie (AaronDoesAudio). One stream Christopher and “Reggie” were
discussing Babybel marketing ideas and Reggie called Christopher a wombat. It stuck since and
Christopher embraced the name.
Honk: Christopher sounds like a goose when he laughs hard, nice and simple.
Sacapuntas: Christopher’s favourite Spanish word and one of the only things he remembers how
to say. He thinks it always sounded rather sexy.
Reading: How do you discuss intimate and cursed things while keeping it PG-13? By substituting
those dirty words with “reading” of course!

The Wehkampening

WORDSEARCH

TRIVIA
1. What are the names of Chris’ two dogs?
2. What is the name of Chris’ Dungeons & Dragons channel?
3. What is Chris’ middle name?
4. Who is Chris’ favorite MHA villain?
5. What character was Chris’ first lead role?
6. What flavor Babybel does Chris prefer?
7. How many children does Chris have?
8. What is the name of Chris’ stream team?
9. What’s the name of Chris’ chair?
10. Chris’ laugh sounds like what animal?

Answers will be posted in the subscriber area of Christopher’s website
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“I became a fan of Chris and his work when I began
watching My Hero Academia almost two years ago.
His performance as Aizawa brings something truly
special to the beloved teacher and underground
hero. Aizawa remains not only my favorite character
that Chris has given voice to, but also one of my
favorites in the entire series. I joined the Kampire
not too long after, and it has been a wonderful
place that I’m so happy to be a part of. Over the
last year I’ve met amazing people that I feel lucky
to call friends, and I’ve had an immense amount of
fun. I’ve been a member of each Twitch sub tier at
least once and they all have worthwhile perks as
well. I can’t wait to see what the future holds for
this wonderful community that I love!”
~Critical404

“I became a fan of his work after hearing him play
the voice of Aizawa in season 2 of MHA. Since then
I’ve been hooked. Choosing my favorite roles of his
is in a way impossible cause there’s more than one
haha. But I’d say Aizawa and Jotaro Aragaki from
Gymnastics Samurai are my top two. The Kampire
as a whole means a lot cause I have met so many
people who share the same interest in Chris and
we are welcoming to each other, including the
chaos that comes with it. :D Pictures to come once
I am able to see Chris at a Con lol”
~Lynnifer

“I have not been lucky enough to meet in person
yet but someday soon!!
I became a fan of his work from MHA and then it
grew with Fire Force. And of course the red shoe
tiktoks from Chris and Kyle recording FF.
The Kampire has always been a special place
to meet friends who share the same interests.
I’ve met some wonderful people there over the
last year which really helped getting thru 2020.”
~Unicorn

“I became a fan of Chris’s work when my sister
got me hooked on MHA. I fell in love with Aizawa’s
character and as I continued to watch different
animes, I recognized Chris’s voice and realized just
how great of an actor he is!
Once I became a fan of Chris, I knew I had to meet him
someday. As fate would have it, I actually met him
while we were both on vacation in Destin, Florida!
It was unbelievably awesome! I couldn’t believe
we were on the same beach. He is such a nice guy
and I enjoyed meeting him and can’t wait to meet
him again at future cons. He is such a cool dude!”
~AshTheReals

“I became a fan, when I first watched season 2 of
My Hero after that I was always keeping an eye out
for other animes Chris voiced in.
My favourite Character would have to be Hades, he
is just absolutely hilarious.
The Kampire means the world to me, everyone
is so friendly, it’s a nice place to vent and make
new friends, I am so glad I found this community.”
~PhoenixRising
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“Meeting Chris at Metrocon was one of the best
experiences of my life. I felt so honored to be called
to the front of the line and given free autographs
and selfies. The fact that he remembers my name
makes me feel so welcome.
I never thought I’d practically be friends with a
voice actor, or even have met tons of new internet
friends from the Kampire Community. It’s an honor
being a member here.
Thank you Chris”
~Ryn
“I became a fan of Wehkamp’s work through his
voicing of Clover Ebi from RWBY. It’s funny, when
we first got a look at the character, waving his
horseshoe around like a dweeb, I rolled my eyes
and thought he was going to be obnoxious. And
well, he was, but in a fun way. A very fun way.
Listening to his lines throughout that first scene,
Chris’s acting already had me laughing. For a
special forces captain, he sure didn’t speak in an
authoritative way, it was more casual than that,
and very flashy. Chris showed a lot of range with
this character over the course of the volume, from
a commanding officer to his subordinates, to a
friend who both strongly and gently challenges
others, to a complete show off. Sometimes serious,
regularly playful (much like Chris, it would seem)
and that’s part of the reason Clover is my favourite
of his characters. And his lines are my favourites
to listen to from volume 7, especially chapter 5.
The shift in tone from casual conversation to soft
encouragement feels so natural and genuine, and
really exhibits Chris’s skill as a voice actor. He’s
got such a bright energy that lures you in, and I’ve
been hooked ever since (pardon the terrible fishing
joke).
And I realise this message is getting long, but I’m
really glad I joined the Kampire. It has been so
great to see this wonderful community Chris has
cultivated and to experience more of the person
behind the characters he voices. Especially with
the world as it is preventing many opportunities
for in person meetings at conventions and the
like- but even so I think his streams, and of course
monthly one-on-ones for Tier 3s, offer so much
more than a meet and greet at a con ever could.
It’s more personal and relaxed, and I’m grateful
for all the times it helps me unwind after a long
day- especially with the just chatting streams. And
I suppose that’s what the Kampire is to me, a chill
environment to sit back and hang out together. :)”
Mira, Crow & Ryn

~Renabe
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KAMPIRE VOICE CONTINUTED
“I first became aware of Chris as an actor back
in 2017 when I began watching the anime The
Royal Tutor. The show is wonderful and the cast
is amazing, and Bruno von Granzreich being my
favorite character was helped in no small part by
Chris’ performance.
I immediately took to Twitter to let him know how
much I was enjoying his performance (which he
very much appreciated), and then later when I
began writing my Royal Tutor fanfic novel called
“A Noble Soul,” which features Bruno as one of the
three protagonists, his insights and good-natured
support of my work led to me dedicating the book
to him and Micah Solusod.
Once The Royal Tutor was complete, he began
recommending other shows he’d been in to me
(such as Laughing Under the Clouds and Izetta
the Last Witch), and even shows where he had
a much smaller role but were shows that he
thought I’d enjoy, and how he looked forward to
my responses to them. Before long, he was telling
me (as soon as he was allowed to, at least, NDAs
being what they are) when he was cast in new
shows so I could watch them. And as is my wont,
I would gleefully tell him via Twitter my reactions.
Mixed in with this were lengthy conversations
about gaming (both computer and tabletop RPGs),
music, television shows, and anime (not just ones
he was in). Also thrown into this mix were several
discussions about his acting career, his hopes and
dreams, his successes and failures (some of which
the Kampire has since heard about during Story
Times), and the industry in general.
Since that first meeting back in 2017, I’ve watched
him begin two new endeavours - the first being
his podcast The Dungeon Booth (of which I am
happy to boast that I was literally THE FIRST
PERSON to become a Patron), and then later,
his RealChrisWehkamp Twitch stream... to say
nothing of how his stream has grown to the point
where it spawned its own fandom (the Kampire)
and Discord (the Chriscord), back from its first
humble beginnings when it was just a dozen
of us yelling at Chris in the Twitch chat to stop
slaughtering the livestock in Minecraft Dungeons.
Onward and upward, Chris - let’s go.”

~DarkRespite

“The Kampire means so much to me because I
love being able to spend time with not just Chris,
but everyone in the community as well whether
there’s a stream going on that night or not. I love
the chaos, and I love just how fun it is in general
to be a part of the Kampire.
As for my favorite character of Chris’s, it’s going
to have to be Hinawa. I personally love how his
character is basically just this no-nonsense type
of guy, wanting to get the job done without
anything getting in the way, and then he goes and
wears these ridiculous hats with crazy sayings, all
the while keeping a completely straight face on.
That always gets me whenever that happens.
I became a fan of Chris’s work through a
combination of watching MHA and discovering
his streams. As I’ve said in the past, I binged
through the first four seasons over the course of
April 2020, and really enjoyed it. And then, as I was
skimming through Twitch, I saw Chris’s name on
Twitch’s recommendations, remembered that
he was Aizawa and decided to check it out, and
over time grew to really appreciate his work once
I really spent time with him.”
~Slycooper

WANT TO TELL YOUR
STORY?
JOIN IN THE NEXT
ISSUE!
SUBMIT VIA THE
SUBSCRIBER AREA
OF CHRISTOPHER’S
WEBSITE
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GET TO KNOW TEAM WEHKAMP!
Feyre Darling
Hello my Darlings! I’m Fey! I am Cough38Cough. Pronouns are She/Her. A few of my hobbies
are reading, escape room games (any type of puzzle solving), collecting vinyl records, and
volunteering at a local cat rescue. I also take care of a cat colony near my house. Some
interests of mine: anything Studio Ghibli (Howl’s Moving Castle is my absolute favorite),
Harry Potter, Art (I’m not good at it but I enjoy looking at it), and keeping two tiny humans
alive. I became a twitch mod for Chris on June 1st 2020 then joined the discord on June
2nd. My favorite character of Chris’ would have to be Aizawa :SleepySausage: (honorable
mention Tenka Kumo :Tenka: from Laughing Under the Clouds). Fun Fact about me is that
I have 5 cats and one is a polydactyl named Toe Beans! With all the cats I have my favorite
animal is actually a Fox!
Jackie
Hello! My name is Jackie (the wackiest of Jackies you’ll soon learn) but feel free to call me
by any nick name that pops into your head, I get those a lot, haha!
I’m 19 years old and the pronouns I go by are she/her.
A few hobbies of mine are singing, playing video games, watching anime, creating art, and
much more!
Some interests of mine are music, theatre, anime, animals, and literature.
I became a mod here in the Kampire on December 6th of 2020 and it’s been a pleasure and
fun time to be a part of the team to help out here!
I don’t particularly have a favorite role Chris has played/voiced because it’s hard to choose,
but two of his roles that I really enjoy are Aizawa from My Hero Academia and Jotaro from
Gymnastics Samurai. He does an awesome job bringing so many characters to life!
A fun fact about me is I love rats, I think they’re the cutest little creatures, hehe.
Purgabirdie
Howdy Howdy!
I’m Purdie
Age: 30+ owls in a trenchcoat
Pronouns: she/her
Hobbies: Collecting goodies for my favorite shows/games and teaching English.
interests: I like langauge and magical girls.
When you became a mod: 09/10/2020
Favorite Chris role: Aizawa/Tenka/Zed
Fun fact: I’m probably an owl.
Hooty hoot hoot
Carol
My name is Carol. I’m 39 and my pronouns are her/she .. but Oi! and Hey! Also work!
I’m a streamer and gaming has been a big part of my life since I was a young kid.
I’m interested various things, I’m a big geek and into all things IT and tech. I love retro
games and anime.
I became a mod on the 6th December 2020 when I acquired some A+ bribery material
against Chris so he had little choice but to set on this old cow. (for legal reasons I am
confirming this is a joke)
I don’t really have a favourite role for Chris. Of course I love Aizawa but I have a soft spot for
Majora. I just love how Chris voices him.
I have been dubbed the lion of the server.
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FAN EXPO DALLAS
SEPTEMBER 2021

“This year was the first time I had ever attended a
convention. I have wanted to for years, but I had
always been too intimidated. It just so happened
that about 2 months before my first con, Metrocon,
I had started watching Chris’ streams. When Chris
announced he would be at that con, I saw other
Kampire members expressing their wishes or
intentions to go.
I was a very new subscriber and mostly a lurker,
but I took a chance and messaged Mira, who had
wanted to go but didn’t think they could afford to.
That conversation turned into a plan for both of us
to stay together and go, and to keep her attendance
as a surprise for Chris. Further discussion in the
discord led me to cross paths with Ryn, who was
also going. We discussed a possible Kampire
meetup, even if it was just a small one.
The experience was amazing. It was both my and
Mira’s first con. Meeting up with Ryn and their
friend while standing in line for Chris’ autograph
greatly helped to calm my nerves. True to his word,
when he saw Ryn and then the rest of our shirts,
we were brought to the front of the line. This was
amazing because we hadn’t even made it out of
the general line for signing and into his specific
line yet.
He looked as excited to see us as we were to see
him. He immediately recognized Mira even though,
to his knowledge, she should have been states
away. I loved seeing him light up when he did, it
was such a great experience. We got autographs,
pictures, and hugs. Afterwards, we talked with Ryn
and got a couple pictures with them too. We later
sat with Ryn at Chris’ solo panel, and he gave the
Kampire a shout out acknowledging us and some
other Kampire members sitting somewhere on the
other side of the room.
That wasn’t the only time we saw Chris at that
convention. Mira and I went through his line
another day to talk a bit and grab a group picture.
We actually passed him in the hallway of a hotel
and he stopped to chat with us for a bit. My friends
were really happy to have met him and surprised
he called out to us. Towards the end of our con
adventure we saw him on the convention floor and

I struggle with anxiety. However, looking back
at how much has changed between becoming a
subscriber and attending Metrocon I can easily
say that meeting Chris and becoming friends with
Mira is what really made the convention an amazing
experience that I will treasure forever. I certainly
wouldn’t have enjoyed the convention as much even
just two months earlier. Even though Carol wasn’t
at the convention, she was really supportive of us,
answering questions, keeping us up to date with
any schedule changes and encouraging us to see
Chris when we were worried we would be bothering
him. Her reassurances really made me feel more
comfortable in the Kampire with how new I was.
So when the chance for me to go to another
convention Chris was announced for came up, I
took it. Suddenly, I was visiting old friends of mine
in Dallas to attend Fanexpo with them. Through a
conversation about upstate New York of all things
between LesMis, Oakley and myself, Oakley was
convinced to attend Fanexpo. Soon Hobbit was part
of our group meeting up. Like with Mira, I got to
know them better in group chats up until the con.
The addition of convention specific chats made it
even easier to talk with Kampire members who were
interested in meeting.
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Seeing Chris was just as great at Fanexpo as it had
been at Metrocon. He chatted with us all while
signing things and took pictures with us. He said
he’d do whatever we wanted. Oakley and Hobbit
immediately held him to that sharing how they
wanted to do a tiktok dance with him. He didn’t
seem to need as much convincing as some of the
other voice actors. They got him two different days,
and he jumped into Kyle’s dance vid too of his own
volition. Recording and editing the videos of Oakley
and Hobbit’s chaos from those days will always be
one of the greatest things I’ve participated in.
My Kampire adventures didn’t stop there. I went
with LesMis when Chris made a phone call to her
kid. I met another member and we stood in line
together for the My Hero Academia panel. We had a
group of Kampire members sit together for that and
another came over to talk with us before the panel
started. I met another while standing in Chris’ line.
A group of us got together to see Chris where he ran
away from his table and took a quick group picture
with us.
That’s not even the end. Because of Ryn, Oakley and
I will be attending Rhode Island Comic Con. If not
for them I wouldn’t be able to. At the time of writing
this the con hasn’t happened but there are already
so many plans for Kampire members to meet up for
various things, including a group photo with Chris.
Offers of support are common in the conversations.
Every con I’ve gone to has seemed more and more
like friends meeting up.

In December there are currently plans in the works
for me to go to Holiday Matsuri with Mira and Oakley.
Two Kampire members who became my close
friends because of conventions. Being a member
of the Kampire gave us something in common, and
offered the opportunity to break the ice between us.
Things may have turned out this way regardless, but
I doubt it.
Nowadays, one of the biggest reasons I want to
attend a convention is because I have the chance to
meet more of the Kampire and meet new friends.
How can you not have fun when you are just meeting
up with a bunch of friends? Even if you have to stand
in a line to see one of them.”

~Crow

FAN EXPO DALLAS CONTINUED OVERLEAF
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FAN EXPO DALLAS CONTINUED

“I always thought conventions had a special vibe to
them, an energy that can’t really be found anywhere
else. The feeling of being in the same place as so
many people, sometimes thousands, who like the
same things as you cannot be replaced by anything
else. I had plans to attend NYCC this year, as I do
every year, but nothing else on the agenda, until I
met Crow and LesMis in the discord server.
They encouraged me to take the plunge and visit
Dallas, TX for Fanexpo Dallas, and I’m glad I did. Not
only did I get to meet with Crow and LesMis, but I
also had the pleasure of meeting Momxican_Hobbit
and her friend Kori.
I can’t even describe how amazing the weekend
turned out to be, and I feel like I made new lifelong
friends that I won’t be forgetting anytime soon. In
fact - Crow and I will be attending at least two more
Cons together this year, and Hobbit may be joining
me early next year for a convention. The family of the
Kampire translated well to real life, and the people
made the experience more than worth it to take a
weekend away and fly halfway across the country.
Hobbit, who was one of the three I was rooming with,
and I connected immediately, like we were friends
forever.
And of course there was Chris. The wombat himself,
the whole reason this plan was coming to fruition.
Hobbit and I decided to film Tiktoks each day of the
convention, to document each morning, and I had
the crazy idea to see if Chris would dance with us.
The dance was simple, just a few steps, something
that could be learned quickly, and something that
even I, who has two left feet, could accomplish, so
we felt confident.

When we waited to meet him, we chose not to abuse
our Kampire powers and waited behind just a couple
people as a group. There was five of us in total, and
he seemed so genuinely excited to see a group of us
wearing his merch. He took his time, and didn’t rush
us, made sure to converse with each of us, and offer
photos and autographs. Then, he said the words “I’ll
do whatever you want.” And Hobbit and I pounced. I
whipped out my phone so fast and showed him the
video and said “Chrispy, this is what we want to do.”
And he agreed. We went over the steps, and he came
around the table, and the chaos began.
Hobbit played the music on her phone, and I gave
my phone over to Kori so it could be recorded. There
were some technical issues (which is where Crow
came in, being the videographer for the rest of the
weekend), and Chris is most definitely a dad, but we
made a memory I don’t think anyone will ever forget.
The line that had formed behind us got to witness
chaos in person, and they all seemed to enjoy the
disaster.
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For our second dance, on the second day, it became
a challenge of how many voice actors can we feature
in our video, and Chris definitely agreed again. Easily
though, the best part was him crashing our dance
with Kyle Phillips. (Carol was kind enough to zoom in
on his best assets for everyone to enjoy on YouTube.)
Crow was the best at filming everything, capturing
perfect moments for us to use on TikTok, and even
for us just to enjoy alone. Interactions with the actors,
and even capturing special moments for us to relive.
Really though, Chris made the experience even
more worth it. Other than us doing silly dances, and
causing chaos, he made us feel like family. He made it
a point to converse with us, bring up moments from
our hangouts and streams, remember our names
(impressive considering how many subscribers
he has, and that he doesn’t see all of us regularly),
and acknowledge us whenever we happened to be
nearby. He gives the best dad hugs anyone could
ever ask for, and doesn’t rush you to get through
a line. He kept true to his word about the Kampire,
making time for us to snap a quick group photo even
with his line of other fans, and made us feel special
without causing problems to other fans.
Anyone who has the ability to, I highly recommend
taking the trip to a convention, not just for Chris, but
for the Kampire members as well. Take the time to
meet up with your fellow Kampire members, make
new friends, have the experience of a lifetime. Do
silly things in a group, like buy Chris Dippin’ Dots and
tell the line attendant he’s expecting you to give it to
him, make memories to last a lifetime. It’s a weekend
that I will easily never forget, and it would never have
been possible without the Kampire. Here’s to looking
forward to the hijinks we get up to at Rhode Island
Comic Con - hopefully we can bring more Chris
dancing videos to you guys.”
~Oakley (Otherwise known as Lokirawr)

“Fanexpo Dallas was my first ever con to ever go to.
Before going I was really excited and looked forward
to meeting so many new people. Nerves also got to
me though, cause I was going to be sharing a room
with a few Kampire members and I wanted nothing
but to really get a long. Little did I know that I would
100% connect with some of the most amazing people
ever… Oakley and Crow really made my first con one
of the most amazing experience of my life. I can’t
images my life with out either one of them now.
Crow was our number one videographer and
photographer. She took all the videos and photos
we could ever images. Waiting on line for Chris was
always worth the wait. Getting to see him and interact
with him in person was truly the best. Ive never seen
someone so happy having people wearing their
merch. Chris’ eyes totally lit up. Getting the “Royal”
treat meant was so awesome.
Oakley and I really wanted to make some fun tiktoks
and when Chris said we could have anything with in
reason we told him we wanted him to do a few easy
dances with us… the willingness made us so happy.
Some of the best memories of my life. I wouldn’t
trade this experience for anything.”

~Mexican Hobbit
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DID YOU KNOW?
Christopher’s first lead role was in
the anime Kakuriyo: Bed & Breakfast
for Spirits, as The Master Innkeeper
of Tenjin-ya

In October 2021, Christopher was
contracted for his first solo directing
role on the anime Banished from
the Hero’s Party, I Decided to Live a
Quiet Life in the Countryside.

Christopher based his performance
of Clover Ebi in RWBY on Marvel’s
Captain America.

In September 2018, Christopher
established his own Dungeons
and Dragons campaign entitled
The Dungeon Booth. It featured
voice actor collegues in a range
of scenarios and can be enjoyed
in podcast, video and live format.
Unfortunately, due to personal time
restraints, this project is on hiatus.

Christopher
started
streaming
on Twitch in May 2020 in order to
connect with fans after missing
the in person connection of
conventions.
He
created
his
community he named The Kampire
and gained Twitch Partnership on
the 20th December of the same
year.
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